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Let Ebe the space in Sing’s example C. It is shown that anrr subspace of F which is 
pare-Lindeliif, screenable, orcollectionwise Hausdrrtff is also hereditarily hypocouqact. 
jOther theorems on the relations between coverhg properties in subspaces of F are ;&JO 
preson ted. Mesocompactness, meso-Lindeltifneas, metacompactness, meW,in~deMf~ess, 
subparacompactneq d-refiibiii:ty, S&refinabihty, and preparacompactness are investi- 
gated in several subspaees ofF. ?Fhe subspaces presented by Michael, Model and Burke 
are described as well as several additional subspaces which have not been previously invc~ 
tigated. 






In 195 1, Sing [ I ] introduced the concept of colfectionwise normalitg- 
in a topological space and proved that every developable collectionwise 
normal space is metrizable. One of Bing’s examples in 111, Example G, 
has provefn to be a rich source of examples. He presented in Example G a 
space F which is normal but nat collectionwise normal. (The letter t7 will 
be used throughout this paper to denote the space in Example G.) 
Until recently, F was, except for minor variations, the only kxlo~~ ex- 
ample of a normal space which is not: collectianwise normal. Fleissner f9] 
has recently presented avariation on ?‘, which he calls George. which is 
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normal and collectiorrwfse Hausdorff but not colle ztionwise normal. (F is 
not lcollect ionwise Hausdorf S.) 
Michael [ 11 J presented asdbspace G of F which jis normal rnet;~\cQm- 
pact but not collectionwise normal (and hence not paracompa~ct). BQO:Q~ 
[ 2 ] ‘has howy that aI compact subsets of G am finite, .;bndrhance G is meso- 
cornpal_% Briggs [ 51 has presented aslight va,riqtion Iof G which he shows 
to be preparacompact, normal, metacompact, but not collectionwise noF- 
mall. Boone [4] introduced the concept sf pointwisle colieetionwirt;e non 
mality and pointed out that F is normal but not pointwise collectionwise 
normal, while G is a apace which is normai and pointwise coiiectionwise 
normal but not coheetionwise normal. 
I=IodeI [ iO] has presented asubspace K of F which is meta-Li;ldeli)f but 
not metacomgact. It can also be shown that K is mesc&LindeIof and pre- 
yaracompact but not para-Lindelof. Burke 1[‘7] has shown that under cer- 
tain eardina!ity restrictions K is not &refinable, nor is the space F’ itself. 
Burke f 71, has also presented examples of’ 8 subqjace Y which.is meta- 
ctJrn@ct but neither mesocompact nor subparaco&xW, a subspace 2
whi@:h ismesocompact but not subparacompacr, and a subspaee X which 
is e-refinable but neither subparacompact nor metacompact. 
2. In traduction 
T’he space F is described in Section 3, witlir a, summary of its covering 
proijerties. In Section 4 it is shown that any subFpase of F whicA is pa- 
r .-Lindeliif, screenable or coiWianwise Ha-n;rsdo@’ is EieieditarUy hype- 
comlpact. Thus, in regard to Tall’s [ 141 yuestion of the existence of a r 
regular para-Lindel6f space which is not paracompact, one .v& have to 
look someplace 0-r than in the subspaws !ofR f~.~uch a space, It is 
also shown that for any subspace of F pointvIse c,oI&tiqnwise .n~rmz& 
ity is1 equivalent o hereditary metacompactness, and propqty-(~1) is 
equivalent to hereditary mesocompactness.. ’ a 
Section 5 presents everal examples of subspaces of, F having various 
covering properties. The properties ot these subspaces are summarized in 
the table at th2 beginning of the section. a 
Throughout his paper, N will denotesthe set af non-negative integers. 
It tis assumed that a cover vf a splacze is open and that a refjoement is an 
3. ’ e space 
For completeness, the definition of F is repeated here. Let P be an un- 
countable: set, Q the collec5on of ;%I1 subsets of P, and I;; = fl,{(& 1). To 
each p E P associate the function fP E F defi.ned by f&q) = I iff /I E y,. 
Let FP = Cfp tp E PI. Neighborhood bases will be of the fohowing two 
types. Any point f'E F -kP is a neighborhood of itself. For each fp 
and each, finite subset Y of Q, define the open set U(p, I) to be the set of 
all fE F such that fQ) =fp(q) for each 4 e P. The open sets I/@, r) are 
equivalent o basic open sets in the Tychonoff product topology. The 
above notation will be used throughout he rest of this paper. 
F is completely normal but not collectionwise normal. The following 
properties have either been proven elsewhere or can be easily verified by 
the reader. F is not meta-Lindelof (modification of proof of [ 11, Exam- 
ple 1 I). 17 is hereditarily countably hypocompact. If the cardinality of 
tha set P is greater than ZHo = c, then F is not M-refinable [ 7, Theorem 
1.31. F is hereditarily weakly $0refi’nable. 
The following two lemmas will prove useful Tn discussing F and sub- 
spaces of F. Lemma 3. I was proven by Burke [ 71 using Theorem 1 (ii) of 
[S]. The proof of Lemma 3.2 is similaf. * , 
3.1, Lemma. If (A,! fi E B} ‘is a collection of countable sets, where the 
cmxdinality ,of the set B is greater than c and each A, is the disjoitl f union 
of two subsets Ai; and A;, thm t?tere is a subset B’ of B, df cardinality 
greater than c, such that AA I*: Al = Q for all cy ,p in B’ D 
3.2. bmma. If (A,I p E B} is; a collection of finite sets, where B !s m- 
courztable mid each A, is the disjoint union of two subwts A; tad Ai, 
.tj$en there is an uncQuntab& subset B’ of B md a fi?gite set R SUCK t/tat 
4. Cgvering properties of s&paces of F 
The theorems in this section present relations between covering proper- 
ties in subspaces of E. The: results are useful in finding subspaces of F 
with specificproperties and determining the existence of other possible 
subspace6;. For example, Tall [ 141 has asked if there is a regular para- 
d&f space which is not paracompact. Theorem 4. B shows that such 3~ 
q~~ce cannot be found as a subspace of F. Also there is no t;Creenable sub- 
srpace of Ij’ which is #not paracompact. Tall 1.141 has conjectured that every 
rnormal subparacompact :panl-Lindelilf space is paracompact. This is cer- 
inly true fcr ,any :absp;ace of ilc The other theorems are of interest in 
connection with the exampIes in Section 5. 
.I. Thttoul;m. For any subspace of F the following pro;ler&s are equi- 
wlen t : 
Proof. Slmirnov [ 13 ] haa shown that everyregu&ar hypo~Lindel5f space is 
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hypocompact. It wilfi be shown that any para-Lin&ltlf subspace of F is 
hypo-Lindelaf, and hence hypocompacti Suppose C2L.t {W, I ty E A) is; a 
locally countable refinement of the open cover T of the suibspace 8.For 
each fp E B select- UI, f ?it such that J$ E CbO Without loss of generality 
it may be assumed that the Up so chosen are all distinct. F@ eacyh fP E B 
also select a subset C$, of Up such that VP is open, contains f;;, and inter- 
sects only countably many elements of W Then I 
is a star-countable r finement of ?t,, and hence of T. 
Naga.nni [ 121 has shown that a space is paracompact iff it is screen;%ble, 
normal, and countably metacom’paet. Since F is com&te~y norm@ and 
hereditarily countably mefacompact, any “s&&abjti= ubsp;ace ‘of F is pa- ..--- . .- 
racompact. 
,a .:,,- I 3 . 
Thus (a) or (b) * (c). ?he pr&f will bk c:otip%&d if &-is &owri that . 
(cj * (d)? since clearly (d)l implies ary of tke otheit properfl@s;. SU~J&XR 
?c = {Cf., f a E A} is air open cover of the subspacc C of the ~olhMi~~n~wise 
is the required star-finite refinement of clt, CI 
efiinitiion. A space X is pr>irztwk~ COUW~OP~ wk  normal [ 4 ] if for 
each discrete collection !?= {IQ& E A} of closed subsets of X there ex- 
ists a point-finite collection of open sets $J? = {G, 1 Q! E A) such that 
I$ !Z G, for each Q E .a and mco f~ G, = fl if Q. P. pa, Ii’ the cohection $j can. 
always be chosen to be cs-finite (i.e. every convergent sequence intersect:; 
only finitely many lzlements of g), then X has pn;,puty-(w) [ 3 j. 
4.3. Theorem. Fur mzy wbqxrp of F, pointwise coIEectionwibx* normalitjb 
is eqzdxilent trcr hereditary metacompactness. 
Proof, Clearly hereditary me tacompact ness implies poin twise collection- 
wise normality. Suppose A is a pointwise collectionwise normal subspace 
of P;: and B is a subspace of A, Let Cu = ( U7 I y E C) be an open cover of 
B. For each fp E B select Up f 3c such that fp E Up: FP n 3 is a discrete 
collection of points in A, so there exists r29 = 1 l/p 1 fp E A31 such that 9.J is; 
point-finite, each VP is open and contalins j’,, 9 ancl .fP $ VP if p # p. Then 
“=&n u,lf,EB)uC~‘)IfEB-UI~~ n UplfpE.8)) 
is a point-finite refinement of %. II 
. 
4.4. Theorem. For say subspace of F, ,l:~roperty-(w) is err;l,uivalent to here- 
ditary mesocompactness. 
Proof. Clearly hereditary nnesocompactness implies property-(w). By an 
argument similar to that tit Theorem 4.3, property-(u) impiies herelditary 
seq;lential mesocompactness. It thus suffices to show that any sequenti,ally 
mesocompact subspace of F is mesocompact. Suppose A is a subspace of 
4; which is not mesocompact. If‘A is not metacompact, the implication is 
trivial, so suppose A is metacompact. Let % be an open cover of A whkh 
has no compact-finite refinement. It may be assumed that a point-finite 
refinement of V ti of the form 
Each co.mpact set in A can contain only a finite number of fP’s. Let K be 
a compact set in A which intersects infinitely many elements of clo, With- 
out loss of generality, it may be assumed tilat K contains only one eIe- 
ment of Fp, say fpo. Since V is point-finite and K intersects infinitely 
many elements of V, there is a countable subset K’ = {ji 
suc?~ that &,“’ intersects infinitely many elements of V. 
only limit point of 1% K’ is a closed subset of K, and he:nce 
cojmpact. Since K’ is comp(act, every neighborhood Gf fpo must contain 
ut a finite number of elements of K”. ‘Thus K’ is a convergent sequence 
with Ii0 as a limit point. Hence V is not es-finite and A is not se-, 
quentially mesocompact. 
xamples 
Several covering properties are investigated in specific subspaces of F 
in this section. The results are summ;arized in Table 1, All subspaces are 
defined and discussed below0 
It will be seen that the topology of F does not restrict any of the pr>- 
ibfe rr:latic>nships between th!@.,seven propierties Wed in the table. A che=rzk 
of the partial ordg;ring of t:he properties listed wih show that they .pennit 
ixtecn different cc,mbirrations. An example is given of each of these pas, 
sible spaces. A11 of the&e spaces are normal T1,. ” 
In the table, f indicab!sl that the space has the property, - that the 
space does not have the property, and -’ thiat he &pace does not have: the 
property if the cardi nality of the set P is .greater than c , 
in light of the results oi’ Sectiun 4, C ‘is theionly @tie of these subspaces 
which could be screenable , collectionwise Hau&orff, or par~~Liade;RX II: 
can be shown that it has none of these pl*operties [ 11 J. 
The properties of 17 have already been sflmmarized in Section 3. The 
subspaces described b\l MiichaeI [ 11 ]i t ~)l-adel .I 1O] and Burke [ 7 ]I ~41 be 
Table 1 
..--1 - - ..w....-.-.I,_ _I- --- ., -n--e.. 
Subspacas of’); .~ .” 
-- _--_- ____ P-h-.. _c._.-_ 
ABCBEFGHIJK.I,MXYi 
--.-s-_- _+ _-_ ------ -I-- 
de-refinable + -c 4 8. + -'+44++4+44+ 
e-rcrmobie 4 _* '4 -@4 --.'+ + t + -'4 4 4 + + 
COW3pW 4 _' + ._? _.' _.' + 4 + _' _) _'t _' _' __' 
indeltif + 4 - -.. + -- + f + + + + -+ - f + 
~~t~~~~~~t + - - - - - + - + -. - + -* _ + + 
a- I - - + - + - + -. 4 t + - - + v 
- - - - - I $ C.. _ _. - - _ _ * + 
__*YI_)~-x”“_*“~,-____ I -_ -f .I - -a* m14..1 I ICI* - . . ..-. .,....C--_l_-_l_.-... _I_--__.-,..._ I__ rd.-i-.. 
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presented first, since some of the other spaces depend on these for their 
description. The proc:fs that these spaces have lcertairl pro;perties cao; be 
found in the indicated Teferences. The other subspaces wilt then be pre- 
sented in alphabetical order. 
G. Let 
C = Fp U {fIfr[a) =t 1 for only finitely many 4 E Q). 
Michael C 111 has shown that G is metacompact but not oollcctionvvise 
normal. Boone [ 21 has shown that all compact subsets of G ,are finite, 
dnd hence G is mesocompact. 
Let 
G,=F,U(fIf(q)= li foratmostiqep). 
Each Gi is a closed discrete subspace of G. Since G = U{$+{ i f N), G is 
subparacomapct. 
5.1. IMidon. A space X is preparammpact [S 1 iff for eve:ry ope.3 cd~vet 
of X there exists a refinement V such that if { r/l,lI QI E A j .is an infinite: 
subcollection of distinct elements of V, if p‘; and qrr are in V :dr each 
‘it E A, pro # pB and qar # qfl for <lr + p, and if the set (p, I cv f ,I* ! r\as a 
limit point in X, then {qal QI f A} has a limit point in X 
If the set P has cardinality K, then the technique BOOYL- 1 I. ~td to 
show that compact sets in G are finite can aIso be used to sI’r “,1-z t qr 
subset H of C such that card N < 2K has no limit points. Thus G is vacu- 
ously preparacontpact. 
K Let’ 
K = F’ U {f I f(q) = f for at most countably many q E Q}. 
Hodel [ IO] has shown that K is meta-Eindel6f but not mertacoxpact. By 
an argument similar to that for G, all compact subsets of K are finite, so 
K is meso-Lindeliif. A sirnil&- argument shows that K is preparacompact. 
Burke [ 75 has shown that K is not &refinable if card P > c . 
Y. Let 
Y z (f’l j’(q) = 1 for at most two singletons q in Q) m 
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Luke (7’1 has d-lo n that Y is metacomlpact but b not subparacompzict 
ifeardP> c. 
Y is not mesa-Lindel6f. A refinement of a cover of Y may be asswned 
to lx of the form 
here (p} E Q, for each p E P. For each ,JI E P let 
A,,=A;uA;. 
en there exists an uSt.~ounta%le subset P’ of P and fi&e sets R, an’cl RI 
such that A, n A; 
in P’, and Ai CI Ai 
= 0 for all p, p in P’, Ai n AL = RI for afl distinct 17, p 
= Ita for all distinct p, p in P’. Select pa E P’. For each 
p E 40” ldefine the function.f@,p,,, by 
2 ifqE2$, 
f(p. po)W = I O ifpEA%, I 
Let 
” fP,,(q) otherwise a 
. 
+ K= cf(p,po)l P Em* 
Then K intersects U(p, rP) for each p E P. K contains fpo ,(= fYhpo)) and 
every neighborhood of fpo contams all but a finite nul&ber of el&nents 
of K, Thus K is compact and intersects uncountably m,z~~y elements 011 
Z. Let 
Burke 13; has shown that ,Z k rtiesacompact but not subparaconipact :i:f 
the cardin4ity af the selt P is greater &an I:. 27 is prepakcompact for the 
524me r ason &at .K. is. 
* Let I& On -- (0)) be a sequence of distinct points of P. Let 
Qn = {IPI, P2, *** , p,, p}l p E P) for each n E 
Let 
Xo = {f i $(Qb z 1 for only finitely. many q E Q,,} ,, 
Xn = {fl $((I) = I for only finitely many (I E Q,&r{ f‘& ..,-, fpn) 
Let 
fern C I-g-- (0). 
Burke [ 71 has shown that X is O-refinable, not meta-Lindeliif, and ncbt 
subparacompact if card P > c . 
A. Let 
A G FP w {f I there exists f;p such that f(q) + fi, (q) for at 
- most finitely many q E Q) . 
Every cover of A has a refinement of the form 
tu={ll(p,r,)nAIpEP)u(If)lf~A -U{CI(:p,@~~~~}~, 
where {p) E rP for each p E P. %? is pobint-finite, so A is metacompact. 
An argument similar to that for Y shows that A is not meso-LindelW. A
is the union of cou.ntably many closed subparacompact swbspaces, and 
is thu? subparacompact. 
B. Let 
B = FP u (f 11 there exists fp such that ,f(q) # fp(:Q) for at 
most countabl!y many q E Q). 
A refinement similar to that for A shows that B is meta-Lindeliif. Since 
A is a closed subspace of B, B is not mesa-Lindelaf. 
8 is nut metacompact, by an argument similar to that for 
not $-refinable if card P > c. Suppose 3c = {U” 1 rz E IV} is ;m O-refinement 
Let 
D. Let 
B is a closed subspace -of D, so D is not O-r&n2bk if card P > C. A’ 15 a 
closed subspace of D, so D is not meta-Lind&f. D is the union crf I:VJS 
closed 6kefinzbk subspaces, so D is 8&refinable. 
E. Let 
eotmtahle subset P” of P and m E N, m 2 2, such ‘O-mat rp f~ Q, = 8 for all 
p E P.) 
1. Let Q’ = (qi 1 i E N) be a countably infinite set o:f nonsingleton eiernents 
of Q. Let 
I = Fp u {f 1 there exists fp such that f(q) ;Ilt f,(q) for at most 
finitely many q E Q and thrjre exists qt E Q’ such 
that f (qi) + fp(qi)l l 
I is metacompact and subparacompact tince I is a closed subspace of A, 
Ict is meso-Lindelijf but not mesocompact. I  is .suffkient to consider on- 
ly compact sets which contain a single 1;. Suppose K is such a comyact 
t, containing fpo. 3f K is uncountable, then there exists some qi E Q’ 
such that uncountably many &men% of K differ from fp,, atIlli* Eut 
then the collection 
cu= (u(PO, {qi)) r7 0 u t{fIl fE K -)- u(P(), (4iI-I) 
is an open cover of K with no finite subcover. Thus compact subsets of 
1 are countable. A refinecnent of an open oover of I may be assumed to 
be of the form 
%= EUp,rp)n np EmJ C{fNfe I"- uw(p,~,)~~pE P)), 
wkre {p) E rp for each p E P. Fsr each p k P let ‘. ( 
A;,=fqErpIp~q), A;=EqE~plPBlql, 
A, = A;, u A;. 
Then there exists an urrcountable subset P of f and inite s&s R.0 and’ 
RI suc:h that A; n Alj = Q) for all 37, p in p, A’; n 4; =R ;.:fof all disGn& 
p,pinP’,andAinA’:=: R. for all distinct p, p In P’-, -Select pi) E Ilb” and. 
a countably infirtite subset P” z (pi f in N’) oW. Fat each3 E N ,define 
the function h by 
if q E A& u Abi, 
0 
;r,(q> = 
*tf q E A& u A& 
1 - fp&) ifq =qi and 4 &lpo U A,,, 
fP&) otherwise. 
Then K is compact since every neighborhood of jfPO contains ail but 
finitely many elements of K. However, K intersects infinitei?&/ many eie- 
ments of 31, and so ?c is not compact-finite and / is not m&ocompact. 
J. Let . 
J is m&G,indeltif since it is a closed subspace of 8. .I is &refinable :r;ince 
it is 9 clpsed subspace of X. 3 is not subparacompact if card P > c, by 
the same type of argument as for Y f 71,. J is not meso-Linde:Mf, by the 
same type of argument as for Y. A proof similar to that for B shows that 
Y is not metacompact. (It is necessary to choose an uncount&ble subset 
P’ of P such that there is & positive inteiger m such that rP n Qm = 0 for 
ali p E P.) 
L. Let 
L is not mesocompact since it contains I as a closed subspa.ce+ If 
card P > c , then 1, is not subparacompact sijrce it contains 21~ a closed sub- 
space. Every open cover of fi has a reiinement of the form 
where {p) E rP for each p e P. ?( is point-finite, so a: is mts~~.aeompact. 
Compact subsets of L are countable, since compact subsetrr of I are count- 
able and compact subsets of 2 are finite, hence L hs meso-Lindeliif. 
M. Let QB, ,n e N, n 3 2, be as for C above. Let 
M = FP u (f I f(q) = 1 for only countably many 41 E Q and 
there exists n E IV, n 3 2, such that f(q) = 1 for 
only finitely many q E Q,) l 
M is a closed subspace of K, so M is meso-LindelGf. 
For each n, i E N, n 2 2, let 
M ~i=F~U(fEMlf(4)21 foratmostiqG * 
Each I~zI,,~ i is a closed discrete subspace of M, so M is subparacomyact. An . 
unrent similar to that for K shows that M is not metacompact ([ 1 O] ; 
it is necesf choose an uncountable subset P of P such that there 
exists n E 2, such that rP n Q, = 0 for all p E P’). An argument 
similar to that for K also shows that M is preparacknpact. 
it should be cleatr how somle variations on the above examples will 
ive subspaces with other properties. For exannple, if card P > c, then 
S=J$w{f[f(q)= I foratmostNlqEQ> 
can be shown to be preparacompact, have on1iy finite compact subsets, 
an& not be M-ref’inabfe. F is easily shoM not to be preparacomgact. 
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